This study derives an optimal ordering policy for perishable products. Here the demand considered is constant demand and items considered have a constant rate of deterioration. The sensitivity analysis of model has been done and formula for calculating optimal ordering quantity has been derived. The model follows the classical EOQ model, i.e. the point of minima is the point where the total ordering cost is equal to the sum of holding costs and deterioration cost.
Introduction
Resources are scarce and misuse of resources is sin. In the last few decades the study of perishable goods has gained a lot of importance. Ghare & Schrader [1] were the first to apply the concept of deterioration. They established an inventory model with a constant rate of deterioration, which was further extended by Covert & Philip [2] who worked on a model considering a variable rate of deterioration with two parameter Weibull distributions. Chun Tao Chung [3] established an EOQ model for deteriorating items under inflation when the supplier offers a permissible delay to the purchaser if the order quantity is greater than or equal to a predetermined quantity. Shah and Shukla [4] developed a deterministic inventory model in which item is subject to constant deterioration and shortages are allowed. Min, J., Zhou, Y. W., & Zhao, J. [5] In this study an attempt has been made to frame an inventory policy for deteriorating products with constant demand and deterioration rate. This study derives the mechanism by which the wholesalers/retailers can decide about their cycle period and economic order quantity, without doing any mathematical modeling. The sensitivity analysis of the decision variables with the changes in the parameter values is done and the optimal policy is obtained for the various cases. It has also been proved that the total cost obtained provides optimal solution. The proposed model can be converted into the classical EOQ model by considering nonperishable items. The paper concludes with the concluding remarks.
Model Description and Analysis
In this model constant demand rate β is considered with a constant rate of deterioration α, depletion of the inventory occurs due to customers demand as well as due to deterioration of the items. For any prescribed period the inventory at any time t is given by the following nonlinear differential equation
Solving Equation (1), we obtain I (t) during the time period
Using the condition, at the time, t T = i.e. at the end of a cycle, ( ) 0
we obtain The ordered quantity depends upon the demand, cycle time and the rate of deterioration. To determine the optimal order quantity know Q (Economic Order quantity), we have to derive the total variable cost equation for the proposed model first and also check the feasibility of the derived model.
Since the total demand during cycle period T is βT, and the quantity ordered is Q, so anything less than Q which is not used is the deteriorated products.
Hence, the amount of materials which deteriorates during one cycle is
The total variable cost will consist of the following 1) The ordering cost of the materials is fixed at S dollars/order for the proposed financial year. It consists of the cost of procurement and inbound logistics costs.
2) The deterioration cost is given by c*T D using Equation (5) as the number of units deteriorated is D and the cost price of each unit is c, which comes out to be
3) The holding cost is the function of average inventory, it can be defined as keeping costs, which includes storage cost, insurance cost, cost of capital and it is given by
Total variable cost function for one cycle is given by the sum of all the three cost, i.e. ordering cost, deterioration cost and holding cost which is given by Equations (5), (6) and (7). It is defined as variable cost as it changes with the ordering quantity and the demand.
TVC A D H = + +
It consists of two components, one is ordering cost and the other is carrying cost, carrying cost consists of holding and deterioration cost in this model. If the items considered are non-perishable items than the total variable cost will consist of only two costs, i.e. ordering cost and holding cost, which are the costs con- 
This study aim is to derive the optimal order quantity (EOQ) which results in the minimum inventory cost. Once, we obtain the cycle time, we can easily derive the economic order quantity and the number of cycles required per annum.
To obtain that we have to do the analysis of the total variable cost per annum.
Analysis of Total Variable Cost
The total variable cost is given by Equation (9), which consists of the exponential function of αT that can be expanded in powers of αT. As α is the deterioration rate, it is assumed to be very small and in most of the practical cases α is assumed to be less than 10%. Hence, the higher power of will be very small converging towards zero, therefore neglecting higher powers of α, the total variable cost equation is given by 
Taking the first order derivative of the total cost equation with respect to the cycle time, T, we obtain
Taking the second order derivative of the total cost equation with respect to the cycle time, T, we obtain The above model can be converted into the classical EOQ (Economic order quantity) model if nonperishable items are considered. Otherwise, also it follows the classical EOQ principle which states that the optimal order quantity is obtained when ordering cost is equal to the carrying cost.
On the simplification of first order derivative obtained above, the following equation is derived ( ) ( ) which is a bi-quadratic equation and can be solved for the given values of the constraints to get the optimal cycle time. Hence, the economic order quantity (EOQ)
can be obtained using Equation (4) . 
Sensitivity Analysis of the Model
Assuming, the deterioration rate, α = 0.05 i.e. 5%, yearly demand, β = 1000 units, the unit cost of the item, c = $100. We have considered three cases, taking the holding costs as $1, $2 and $3 and varying the ordering cost from $100 to $500 (Tables 1-3 ).
Case I: Considering the above assumptions and holding cost, h = $1
Case II: Considering the holding cost, h = $2
Case III: Considering the holding cost, h = $3
Findings
The following observations can be made from the above tables, as the ordering cost increases the number of inventory cycles decreases. The point, at which optimal solution is obtained, is the point where the ordering is equal to the sum of holding and deterioration cost, which is aligned to the EOQ (Economic order quantity) model result, where optimal order quantity is obtained at the point where ordering cost is equal to the holding cost for that cycle. 
Concluding Remarks
In this study an optimal ordering policy has been proposed which equips wholesaler/retailers to decide their Economic order quantity and the inventory cycle time, which can help them in reducing their operating costs drastically. This model provides a simple framework to wholesalers/retailers to derive optimal inventory levels without doing any mathematical modeling. The sensitivity analysis of various costs and cycle time has been done. Also, the convexity of the total cost has been validated and the cycle time formula has been derived.
